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Carly was such a c#ck tease with her sexy curves, and sassy mouth. I should’ve known better than to kiss
her, let alone want more. I mean come on' she was my best friends daughter and hardly legal age.

Still she tempted me for far to long making my curiosity turn into obsession. Now I’m going to claim her as
my own, and no one not even her father is going to keep us a part.

-This book contains an older alpha male, with a hard on for a sassy young virgin. Contain’s elements of
instalove, is a standalone, and as always has a HEA that will melt your heart.-
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From Reader Review Cock Tease ( My Dad's Best Friend's
Romance #1) for online ebook

Sophie **2 Greek Girls Reading** says

Nash had a crush on his best friend's little daughter for a long time now and Carly seems that she's feeling
the same from all the teasing she has been doing to him. Will they get together nonetheless the age gap and
the fact that her father is his best friend?

So, this was my first read of 2017 and sadly it didn't work for me. I can't deny that there were some sexy
scenes that I enjoyed, but other than that I felt mostly awkward. I don't mind age gaps and the fact that he
was her father's best friend was what intrigued me, so these weren't my issues, but the way it was written
didn't amuse me. It seemed unrealistic, their thoughts, actions and reactions didn't make sense to me.

 

"Carly wasn't daddy's little girl anymore, she was Nash's."

I expected maybe more angst and turmoil when it came to her father and how he would deal with this or
them hiding it from him, that's what made me more intrigued and willing to read this after all.

But just because this didn't work for me, it doesn't mean others wouldn't enjoy it. This read was short, light
and sexy. So if you're up for something like that then this is for you :)

ARC was provided in exchange for an honest review.

Adriane (???) says

 “I was lucky and in love. Age was nothing but a number when you loved someone”

Sharon Dunn says

You will need a cold shower after reading this! Nash, is seriously hot and is so in love with Carly. He is not
only her dad's best friend but twenty years older than her. Carly has had a crush on Nash since she was
thirteen and it has only grown more and more. You can't help who you love and these two prove that over
and over again!



Erin says

According to Goodreads, one star = do not like... so the rating fits.

Anne Milne says

I've got to admit these short taboo reads are fast becoming my guilty pleasure and this one doesn't disappoint.
Carly has a secret crush on her dad's best friend Nash and he's struggling to resist her very obvious charms.
Although Carly was upfront in her pursuit of Nash I still liked her a lot, you've got to admire a girl who
knows what she wants and doesn't deviate from her plan. Now Nash is an honourable man, we don't see him
with women but it's obvious he was a bit of a player. We get to see his internal struggle but the heart wants
what the heart wants.
How will Carly's dad deal with this after all Carly is his baby girl and he's going through a lot in his personal
life and this may just push him over the edge. Maybe we could get a story about him next ?

****Reviewed For Sweet Spot Sisterhood Blog****

April Symes says

There is something so hot when there is major forbidden factor involved, Whoa its dirty good!!
Carly has been throwing herself at her dad’s best friend since she was 13 years old. She has found herself in
love/lust with him for that long. She is beautiful and young and she wants this older man but it seems he
doesn’t want her but that doesn’t stop him from warning her to not give her virginity away. Nash is one hot
older alpha man who ends up leaving the scene for several years and coming back for Carly’s high school
graduation.
Now 19 and legal, Nash is ready and willing to get this woman he has wanted for so long and Carly is legal.
The story goes into the hot forbidden factors , their love for one another and the taboo factors. Will they ever
consummate the relationship or will outside forces prevent them from getting together?
Oh this was one hot story that will definitely warm you up on a cold winter’s night-Nash and Carly had so
much come at them but they were strong and true. I loved the kinky factor and the forbidden feel of this read.
I cannot wait to see what else JL Beck has up her sleeves, cuz this was wonderful.

My Rating: 4.5 stars *****
"I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book in exchange for an honest review***

Nicole says

 ~5~ steamy stars from me!!

I adore this kind of taboo stories and by this kind i mean older hero/younger heroine and this story was not
an exception i liked both characters Nash and Carly though i wish it could be a little longer story but that's
my personal preference.



Generally the story was very enjoyable, sweet and hot very hot Nash has a dirty (!!) mouth and all those
steamy scenes can wet many panties..also i have to add that his possessive/caveman character won me from
page one (hands down) he is super masculine and was definitely a perfect match for the sassy, sweet, foxy
Carly loved there chemistry in all levels.

Definitely recommend this short, sexy taboo story it has a fresh vibe with great characters and juicy
storyline. I'm looking forward to read the next story the author will create!!

Shannon says

The story I bought finished at 45%

Yeah not so freaking happy... thought this would actually be a longer book with some detail .... I wouldn't
even buy it at this price .... You don't get 133 pages of Cock Tease.

Now on to my thoughts on what I did read.... there is no back history... there are holes in the storyline .... we
are only given the basic fly by about the characters....

The female comes off as she was a sexually active girl who just needed some attention from her daddy. The
father seemed to be not involved with the children life and was consumed so much with hatred by the ex-
wife cheating and leaving the family. The ex-wife does make an appearance but has a holy than thow
(spelling?) presence and than though attitude and doesn't grasp what she did to everyone and doesn't
care...The male MC at least has some morals and walks away till she graduates from high school and is 19
years old... which is weird because most child graduate at 17.5 to 18 years of age. And it ends there and here
he comes back 2 years later. He didn't say anything to his friend....the girls father about what she was doing.
I know that this does happen in real life that older person falls in love with younger person. But please..... I
know this is fiction and that this is not real world... but if he had the morals he says he does than he should
have come back after she had time to go experience life and gone to college.

I don't trust this author .... And I don't give a rip of the extra stuff in the back.... If they post how many pages
I should expect than that should be for the story line.

This is a KU book so the author is getting paid extra if you are getting it through KU. This is not fare to
authors who try hard to earn a living....

Becky Baldridge says

I love a good May/December romance and this one is definitely that. It's fast-paced and a quick read, which
is perfect for a bedtime read. I love the attraction between Nash and Carly and he's a great alpha male with a
sweet side. I have to say this is my fave JL Beck read so far.



Lisa says

I liked the book. Falling for his best friend's daughter, taking her virginity? So deliciously taboo. But it was
true love.
I received an arc of this book.

AnessaRenee Reviews says

This was a perfect taboo novella. This was such a quick read. I loved that i picked it up and immediately
knew what was happening. The author was able to create a fast back story that was satisfying to my need for
knowledge but at the same time kept it simple. I love Nash and even tho it's a taboo read it didn't cross too
many lines. If you want something to read and be able to satisfy the itch all in one quick read this is the book
for you. Can't wait to read more from this author. * Reviewed for Sweet Spot Sisterhood*

Carina’s Bookshelf says

4,5 stars!

I was lucky enough to get an ARC! So here is my review:

When i started reading Cock tease i couldn't stop. I just wanted to read on and on. The story was way to short
in my eyes and could be longer so there is more to enjoy. It's a story about a great taboo, really graffic but
not flat out porn. Just the right amount. Carly is young, tempting and Nash just wants her, he wants her so
bad. But she is his best friend daughter, he couldn't touch her, could he?

++++++WARNING SPOILERS+++++

It is a fast story, but has al the elements it needs. There is a age gap of 20 years. So be warned. The scenes in
the book are hot and loving at the same time how Nash is devoted to do the right thing and give it time and
space. I thought it jumped to fast from the 2 years when Nash was gone, but never the less really loved it!! It
isn't something that would happen fast in real life, specially not with the age difference and the disappearing
and coming back and flew right on it. But that doesn't matter to me. It's a great story and i wish i could read
more of Nash and Carly.

Karin says

This was a quick, sweet, no angst & steamy taboo read.



Carly has had a crush on her dads best friend since she was 13 but, really started to tease him when she was
17. Nash kept turning her down until he just disappears for 2 years hoping she has moved on from her crush
in that time.

Nash comes back for Carly's high school graduation and things quickly escalate. What I liked about this
book was the way Nash really stepped up, he never cowered or even wanted to sneak around. He didn't want
to have to hide how he felt about Carly.

I voluntarily reviewed a ARC of this book

J.L. says

Are you Nash's girl? ;) Coming soon.

Cindy Fong says

This was a quick fast paced story about forbidden love. He is 20 years older than her and her dad's best
friend, but when you make that one special connection, it can't be denied. Sometimes fate throws you curve
balls and you have to just go with it. Nash is practically her uncle but she has loved him since she was 13
years old. She saved herself for him and he could no longer ignore the temptation. Will they have the support
they need or will they strive out on their own?

I was voluntarily provided an advanced review copy of this story for my honest opinion.


